
Dear Mr. Schumacher,

A cover letter allows you to professionally introduce yourself to a prospective
employer. Your goal in writing your cover letter should be to encourage the
employer to read your resume and consider you for a specific position.

Highlight your achievements, skills, experiences, and training that are relevant
to the position you want to get. However, avoid simply repeating the information
you included in your resume. Tailor your cover letter to each employer and job.
Since you are applying for specific roles, give specific examples and events that
demonstrate your ability to perform well if given the position.

Yes, you should maintain a professional air throughout the copy, however, an
exceedingly formal tone may turn off those who read it. Remember to also show
genuine enthusiasm for the job. You can think of it this way: it’s not a suit-and-
tie event, but a smart casual gathering. Steer away from highly personal
information and questions about the position. This includes talking about salary
expectations and company benefits. Instead, reserve such inquiries for the
actual interview.

Make sure you proofread your cover letter before sending it. There are various
online tools that can help you catch minor grammatical or typographical errors.
Additionally, make sure your cover letter is easy to read. Use a simple font like
the one used here. Avoid walls of text, too. Dividing your letter into paragraphs
makes it easy on the eyes and organizes the information you provide.

Best regards,

Ariadne Snyder

January 2, 2025

Noah Schumacher
Recruitment Specialist
Schuester Digital Media Group
123 Anywhere St.
Any City, ST 12345

patricktaytgpatricktaytg@gmail.com

Dear residents of Pioneer,

As we shift towards endemic living, I am heartened that physical events have resumed and our residents
have not let COVID-19 get the better of them. A series of Mid-Autumn celebrations organised by various RNs
in September attracted more than 2,000 residents across Pioneer constituency. It has been a long time since
I felt this energizing atmosphere.

Every month since June, Pioneer Food Rescue team collected rescued vegetables and fruits from wholesale
markets and distribute to residents for free. The efforts have drawn over 500 participants and saved more
than 1 ton of food which would otherwise have been discarded. Join us on 5 Nov and 10 Dec, as we do our
part for the sustainability movement and prevent food wastage. 

I am also happy to announce the completion of covered linkways between Blk 986C and Blk 988A Jurong
West St 9, and near Blk 688 Jurong West Central 1, which now also enjoys a new high linkway.

Let’s still remind each other to exercise social responsibility and monitor our health closely as always. I would
also like to encourage everyone to keep their vaccinations up-to-date. We should still be vigilant as we go
about our daily lives.

Do follow our Pioneer Community @sgpioneer Facebook, Telegram and Instagram page to get the most
updated news in the neighbourhood. We look forward to your valuable feedback and suggestions too – keep
them coming!

October / November 2022

HELLO!
FROM PATRICK TAY

Patrick Tay Teck Guan, BBM
MP for Pioneer SMC
Chairman, West Coast Town Council
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